Write the contractions for the pairs of words in the parentheses.

1) Who ____________ (would not) love to explore the solar system?

2) Kenny and Hazel are little astronauts. ______________ (They are) all set to start their space travel.

3) “______________ (I have) equipped our spacecraft, the Space Rider with all the amenities”, said Hazel.

4) “Kenny, ___________ (we are) miles and miles away from Earth. Is that blue ball our planet?”

5) “Oh! Yes, it is. Hey, look at the stars, ___________ (they are) so bright and big”, said Kenny.

6) “_____________ Jupiter, the largest planet.”

7) “_____________ (Cannot) we rest in Neptune for a while?” asked Hazel.

8) “No way! ___________ (I am) hungry too,” said Kenny.

9) “_____________ (Let us) get back home.” (Turning their Space Rider toward Earth)

10) “Yippee! ____________ (I shall) tell the world what i saw. What a fantastic ride it was!”
Write the contractions for the pairs of words in the parentheses.

1) Who ________ (would not) love to explore the solar system?

2) Kenny and Hazel are little astronauts. ________ (They are) all set to start their space travel.

3) “______’ve ________ (I have) equipped our spacecraft, the Space Rider with all the amenities”, said Hazel.

4) “Kenny, ________ (we are) miles and miles away from Earth. Is that blue ball our planet?”

5) “Oh! Yes, it is. Hey, look at the stars, ________ (they are) so bright and big”, said Kenny.

6) “______’s ________ (Here is) Jupiter, the largest planet.”

7) “______’t ________ (Cannot) we rest in Neptune for a while?” asked Hazel.

8) “No way! ________ (I am) hungry too, ” said Kenny.

9) ________ Let’s ________ (Let us) get back home. "(Turning their Space Rider toward Earth)"

10) “Yippee! ________ I’l ________ (I shall) tell the world what i saw. What a fantastic ride it was!”